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MATTERS ARISING 
 

Listing Buildings: 
Adrian Borrill, DL Committee Member, and a Structural Engineer, 
is undertaking the task to review the situation regarding the listing 
of buildings in and around the locality, where these are noteworthy 
for their historical perspective, their architecture & public interest. 
( We sadly recall that the demolition of the Beehive PH could not            
   ultimately be prevented, as it had not achieved  a ‘listed status’, 
   despite its position, part antiquity, and importance to our area.) 
It would appear to be a very worthwhile, and timely review to get 
underway  in view of the rapidly changing nature of our environs ! 
Such exacting exercise, will not be aimed at ‘preserving’ buildings 
‘en masse’, rather it seeks to identify those with much significance, 
where their removal would greatly detract from the area’s character     
and  the locality lose a  ‘footprint’ through the depletion of the site. 
In particular the loss of a fine building can result in replacement by 
the dividing of the plot for the purposes of creating multiple homes. 
( As an example of the paucity of listing ~  within Crichel Mount, it  
  is believed, only Landfall is recognised as having  grade 2 listing.) 
Adrian would welcome contact, suggestions and support  from you. 
 
Hot-off-the-Press 
Lilliput Surgery   permission has been granted for the temporary 
   surgery on the Whitecliff Recreation Ground. 
 
2 Compton Ave./ application for 9 flats and 2 penthouses, with 
93 Lilliput Road underground parking  ~ discussed on appeal. 
 
4-6 Compton Ave. application submitted for 11 flats and basement 
   parking; vehicular access from Lilliput Road 
 
Former Beehive  the revised scheme for 3-storey block of  
Public House Site 50 sheltered flats & manager accommodation 
    ~ scheme already approved in principle on appeal 
 
Poole Bridge   draft available for comment from 2nd. Sept. 
Regeneration Area     for 6 weeks. 
Active Plan  content: strategicplanning@poole.gov.uk  
 
DLRA Diary Date:  
Christmas Party: Tuesday 6th  December ‘05 
       @    The Haven Hotel, Sandbanks    7.00 pm.   
            with the Sandbanks Association 
Please contact Bertie Bowman for further details. 
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                  The Cockle 
 
 Reflect on Dorset Lakes, 
 their tree lined shores 
 - still echo once more 
 the call of gull and tern. 
 

 Heron stalks the marsh, 
 the ebbing tide of life 
 a mêlée of young fry 
 to deeper water return. 
 
 ...and 
  the cockle more aware, 
 begins to dig and delve 
 layers of harbour history 
 there no longer taciturn. 
 

  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
         OED the cockle 
          edible mollusc gen’Cardium 
          chubby, ribbed bivalve shell 
          small shallow boat ( - shell ) 
          var’s  plants growing in corn 
          puckered or wrinkled papers 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
As you will see from this latest news magazine, your 
Residents’ Association continues to be involved in a 
wide range of issues affecting our local communities; - 
- so far this year has been as busy as ever. 
  
Various planning concerns figure largely in our work. 
We try to monitor all applications throughout our area 
and make comments or representations as appropriate. 
This can be very time consuming ,but can become a lot 
easier whenever more association members assist !: 
If you can help us at all in looking at such applications 
we should be delighted to hear from you. 
  
On the many other major issues which will stretch 
your committee's time and abilities one of the most 
significant will be the proposal by Poole Borough 
Council to create a ‘Harbourside Park’ at Whitecliff. 
We have pressed for a longer period of consultation  
before the proposal is duly presented as we have many 
concerns about the implications both for our local 
communities, and for all those who presently enjoy 
Whitecliff recreationally.  
Other current topics in which we are involved are the 
rebuilding, and the proposed temporary relocation of 
Lilliput Surgery, the future of Lilliput sub post office, 
and the transport policy for the Poole neighbourhood,  
~ also the likely levels of council tax next year ! 
  
We can only be effective/ thorough as a community  
Based representative organisation if we have not only 
both a dedicated and capable committee, but also an 
active and committed membership.  Therefore, more 
support for the present committee is needed if we are 
to play our full part in looking after the interests of 
residents in this area, and in ensuring that the Council 

If you feel that you may have particular skills, experience or abilities and could give just 
a few hours a month to the Association, not necessarily on the committee but possibly in 
an advisory capacity,  I should be delighted to hear from you.  
Your help could be invaluable to us and to your neighbours.  
So if you can help or would like to discuss it further, please then call me on 01202 706270  
or our secretary Barbara Cobb on 01202 700547.  
                                                            Ian Lewis, 2 Hurst Hill, Lilliput, BH14 8LF   



Committtee Members ~ Contact Details 
 
President:           Mr H A Bowman  (Bertie)  
    Tel. 732321 
  
Chairman:           Mr Ian Lewis                             
    Tel. 706270 
  
Hon. Treasurer:  Mr Roger Exall                          
    Tel. 700183 
  
Minutes Sec.:      Mrs Barbara Cobb                    
    Tel. 700547 
  
Soc. Secretary:   Mr Stuart Ely                            
    Tel. 708636 
  
Committee:          Mr Harry Alexander      
     Fax 700086   
     
                            Mr Adrian Borrill          
     Fax 708738 
  
                            Mr John Duffield            
     Tel. 748778 
  
                            Mr Ron Dyson                           
     Tel. 700376 
  
                            Mrs Lisa Greenwood     
     Tel. 708034 
  
                            Dr Ray Hill                                 
                                 Tel. 707000 
  
                            Mr Ken Sanson            
                                 Tel. 708762 
  
                            Mrs Jenny Simpkin   
    Tel. 709156 
 

Ian Lewis 
email: lewisinlilliput@aol.com 

Roger Exall 
Flat 3, Minterne Grange 
24 Crichel Mount Road 
Poole, BH14 8LU 

DORSET LAKE  
  RESIDENTS’  

ASSOCIATION  

Contd. 
I want to record my gratitude for all the 
work which Sally Carpenter (- previous  
Chair) undertook on behalf of our RA: 
She resigned in order to concentrate 

upon her expanding  business interests, 
and we wished her well for the future. 
Our sincere thanks were also noted for 

those members retiring ~   Anne Foale 
  Jean Groves,  and   Mike Brockway, 
+ welcomed  two committee members   

~ Adrian Borrill  and Harry Alexander.   
 

To provide for an effective consensus - participation is the key. 
Membership of Residents’Associations is of great importance. 
Involvement on Committee is a valuable contribution to us all; 
various sub-committees & working parties are vital elements... 
eg‘Footnoters’ has been formed from Poole South -R.Assoc’s  
as a voluntary effort network (*further volunteers are welcome) 
to monitor our footpaths, bridleways and various open spaces,   
and to work with Bev Bower-Davis, PBC Rights of Way Officer.    
 
Poole is truly a beautiful place as the PBC posters proclaim: 
Yet there is little to recognise its splendid history / heritage, 
beyond Poole’s Waterfront Museum or preserved buildings. 
Such civic pride, even recording recent history is low key. 
There is scant record to remind us of the vital contribution 
to the Second World war effort, in this year of  anniversary. 
For instance during the period 1939-45, (to the end of 1947), 
Salterns was the international flying boat station for the UK. 
It had originally been the site on the edge of Salterns Marsh 
for the wooden Parkstone Pier which was developed in 1864, 
- providing a link for George Jenning’s Southwestern Pottery. 
So coal was brought in by ketches and barges to fire the kilns 
and the main output of heavy sanitary wares was shipped out.  
The horse-drawn tramway connecting the pits, kilns & sheds   
was reconstructed as a light railway by 1872, running behind 
the Beehive. This was extended to Parkstone Station’s siding 
when the main line railway reached there just two years later. 
 
However, within 50 years the Salterns site had been abandoned 
(* though the site was clearly shown on  the OS map of 1926)    
and was derelict until Captain Preston built the Harbour Club 
(now Salterns Hotel) in 1934, transforming the industrial areas. 
With the outbreak of war, this was then requisitioned as the 
main terminal for the British Overseas Airways Corporation’s 
flying boat services with 4 trotways criss-crossing the harbour.   
 
The FB flights arrived and departed with the rich and famous, 
film stars and entertainers. As well as all those statesmen and 
dignitaries who featured so prominently in war effort, ~ from  
the PM- Sir Winston Churchill, to Sir Anthony Eden, and Earl  
Mountbatten (Sup.Commander SEAsia), also King George VI,  
and head of the Free French (later President) Charles de Gaulle. 
Commanders, Officers, Emissaries, - and Intelligence Agents, 
those returning from exile,- leading industrialists & engineers.           
Many such VIP travellers were ensconced at Harbour Heights  
or Sandacres Hotel overnight with embarkation  next morning: 
Or, as in the case of Sir Winston’s visit, transported to & from 
Bournemouth West Station via special train bound for London. 
 
Dorset Lake Residents’ Association committee members intend 
to forward a strong case for funding in order to commemorate 
on a permanent basis this important stage of our local history. 



The 21st. Century is that of the increasingly Litigious Society: 
This widely affects policy, decision-making and governance.  
We are inevitably more aware of environmental issues as the 
pressures are racked up! Conservation is an apposite matter!  
PBC is considering rubbish collection on a bi-weekly basis, 
and there is greater emphasis on ensuring recycling success. 
Residents’ Associations monitor not only the burgeoning pace 
of ‘all-hours society’, with applications for expanded licences, 
- which take in increased opening hours and outside functions, 
but how this might impact upon neighbours & their environs. 
. 
Consideration are also taken regarding road safety measures, 
traffic volumes & flow, parking restrictions, trade deliveries, 
abandoned vehicles, and issues surrounding ‘the school run’; 
also the illegal use of motorised scooters & mini-motorbikes 
(especially where used on footpaths and pavements), and the 
segregation of cyclists from pedestrians along promenades etc. 
Doggy matters involve fouling, and the lack of dog waste bins. 
 
The range of questions raised, and the variety issues tackled,  
involve much contact with PBC officers  various departments.      
According to PBC book “Striving for Excellence (towards 2007) 
our Corporate Strategy”: ~ vision / mission /  values / priorities. 
public access to officers and their departments is set to change ! 
A Customer Services Unit will be operational by April 2006, 
the first of 6 phases ( 3 of which to be completed April 2007), 
for “making it easier for customers to deal with the council”; 
~ initially by transferring the switchboard and main reception, 
- reporting of potholes & street lighting, graffiti & fly-tipping, 
and all contact with Env.& Comm.PSs, and Leisure Services!   
It would be imprudent (or impudent?) to suggest this might 
become, in eventuality, a call centre used as a ‘fire-wall’ ! 
...and are these phases not  echoes of reorganisation? (sic) 
 
There has been a plethora of documentation for consideration. 
In particular, the Leisure Services have produced two tomes: 
entitled ~ “Borough of Poole Open Spaces Strategy” 
      and ~ “Baiter & Whitecliff Harbourside Park DMP 2004" 
which became“Harbourside Park Draft Management Plan ’05"  
The first such title has delineated open space into PARKS, etc., 
on to ‘failing open space’ - recreation grounds, green deserts, 
and right through to ‘SLOAP’ - space left over after planning, 
( - which tends “to attract anti-social behaviour and misuse” 
and is perceived as unsafe by potential users and a nuisance). 
This has in effect dispensed with the notion of Common lands. 
The second document has translated this into policy shifts for 
the management of Baiter and Whitecliff Recreation Ground. 
Opportunity for meaningful consideration, public awareness, 
public consultation, - debate with residents’associations, and 
with defined interest groups, has been very limited at best ! 

Front Covers as Illustrations: 
Included in the text  & below 
the three  publications from 
the Poole Borough Council 
 The locality served by the Dorset Lake Residents’ Assoc.                           by ‘F and J’   

is going through another period of upheaval and renewal ! 
Various, once familiar, sights are being radically changed, 
so that the profile of our locality takes on new perspectives.  
Such changes, can too often prove to be very unsettling ! 
This in itself, is far from being just a modern experience: 
 
“We trained hard, but it seemed that every time we were  
beginning to form up into teams, we would be reorganised... 
I was to learn later in life - we tend to meet any new situation   
by reorganising, & a wonderful method it can be for creating 
illusions of progress whilst producing confusion, inefficiency, 
and demoralisation !”  Caius Petronius, Roman Army, AD66 
 
We have lost some ‘old friends’ and some notable landmarks. 
The demise of the Beehive PH is probably the prime example.  
This is hardly surprising, as it featured so prominently within 
our locality as a focal point for the Dorset Lake ‘community’. 
The old chapel on Lilliput Road has been given a make over, 
- but many of us still fondly recall seeing the sea scouts there, 
or even remember using the sub post office a few doors away! 
Iris Morris reflected upon the past and the present in her book   
Looking Back at Lilliput, Poole which was published in 1999. 
 
Just gauge the unrelenting pace of change since even then ! 
‘Gullivers the Butchers’ - has sadly gone away on its travels. 
Lilliput Post Office is scheduled to close early August 2005, 
whilst Tescos is set to make a full appearance in their place. 
Meanwhile, surfing is upon the crest of a wave, by expanding 
into the next door premises of the shop - ‘Siesta Fashions’.. 
The Elms Doctors’ Surgery is looking forward to relocation 
albeit on a temporary basis whilst it undergoes rebuilding... 
No doubt, there will be further departures, and new arrivees. 
 
Lilliput, and its nearby areas, are certainly not unaccustomed 
to ‘comings & goings’ within their relatively short existence 
(for several years it had Britain’s only international airport!). 
The OS Map of 1926 denotes an era which has long passed... 
Large houses dominated the land set back from the shoreline: 
The Elms, The Salterns, Blake Hill House, and Edenhurst etc. 
and thus tended to influence the configuration of our locality. 
Whilst the Crichel Mount area was noteworthy for the stylish  
Tinkers Revel, Landfall, and Gray Rigg aka Crichel Place... 
Evening Hill became Lewis-Manning Hospice Day Centre,  
and Heathside gave way to ‘Avalon’, whilst Lilliput House had 
an assortment of stables, lodges, coachmen’s and other houses. 
Flag Farm, the Blake’ Farms, Viney’s Farm, and Model Farm 
testify to the remnants of agriculture and nurseries now gone. 

 
Considering Local Perspectives: ‘Redevelopments & Reorganisations’ 

 NOTE: 
       Lilliput  
was recorded as 
       Elipute 

Admiralty Chart 1785 

‘Flotsam and Jetsam’ 
 aboard the “Peewit” 
 
        ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 



The initial phase of significant development(s) and growth 
which extended out from the strandline of our Dorset Lake   
took place in the late 1920s /30s with the notion of estates:  
These were much inspired by the Garden City Movement, 
and the dramatic growth of the suburbs with Open Spaces 
(OSp Act of 1906), alongside fashionable Edwardian Parks. 
Houses on‘decent-sized’plots laid out following a blueprint, 
estate rules & regulations, with often restrictive covenants.   
Here, were the origins of Poole Park Estate (Twemlow etc.)  
Elms Estate, and the impetus which led to the founding of 
Parkstone Golf Course, with various neighbouring avenues. 
Many footpaths & bridleways became public rights of way.   
There were vestiges of conservation, not over-development! 
    
To a lesser, and diminishing extent this continued postwar, 
with closes & bungalow plots, before we entered the 1960s, 
with tighter margins - due to land prices and building costs. 
 
Another legacy that survives today is the ‘controlled space’ 
which endeavours to serve specific objectives & functions; 
vis-à-vis Salterns Court, and Lilliput ‘parade of shops’, etc. 
Though some aspirations have been effectively obscured  
by other demands from traffic, commerce & passing trends 
such as Lilliput Square, Salterns Club, Blue Lagoon Lido... 
Poole Harbour Yacht Club has become the Salterns Marina 
Parkstone YC has now grown out of almost all recognition, 
and Parkstone Marina is emerging from the boat businesses 
of Mitchell’s Yard, which in turn arose on the brick kiln site. 
 
Much of the remaining locality was ribboned development 
along the established routes which became subsidiary roads, 
many of which received an overcoat of tarmac in the 1960s. 
This housing has developed alongside those interesting sites  
which testify to the different perspective existing pre 1920s. 
Still prized today are the rows of terraced housing and semis 
dating from Edwardian times which served the local workers 
who were employed in the clay/ pottery, and sand pit trades, 
also those once serving the large houses, and various farms. 
Most recognisable of these are the Lady Wimborne Cottages 
which mark the past importance of the Canford Estate lands, 
and how Canford Cliffs and the CCChine derive their names. 
 
(Perhaps without  patronage it would still be better known   
  by its former listing Sugar Loaf Chine - there’s a thought ! 
  Indeed, by tnext century will it be just remarked as BH13; 
  - and Dorset Lake be Glitter Bay, where ‘glitterati’ live ?) 
(Parkson became Parkstone, and Holes Bay -Parkstone Bay 
 The Longfleet became Holes Bay, and ‘Elipute’ - Lilliput !)   
(Sloop PH became Conjurors Half Crown, then `Sloop again; 

Extraction from the 
6” OS map of 1926  In the last half century the traditional workbase has gone; 

remaining farms, nurseries and dairies were redeveloped. 
Large houses which replaced those earlier Summerhouses 
(that were first recorded in Georgian and Victorian times),  
- have in turn been gradually asset-stripped of their lands.    
Even one day Compton Acres might be renamed ’½ acre ! 
 
The heritage / history of South Western Pottery - with its 
claypits, and its infrastructure - such as the light railway, 
and the tramways, from Parkstone Station to Salterns pier    
via its drying sheds, kilns, loading bays and waste dumps, 
have been extensively obscured with the passage of time;  
- inexorably linked to the changes and to redevelopments. 
 
We may bemoan the fundamental changes & upheavals:  
Dorset Lake Residents’ Assoc., alongside those serving 
nearby localities, are presented with ongoing / onerous 
tasks to monitor, consider, and make their observations, 
often with representations about specific planning issues 
to PBC - in the face of an acceleration in developments. 
    
Certain proposals can at the best - be very controversial !  
The application by Vodafone regarding Stromboli Hill 
has seen concerted campaign(s) by all interested parties. 
Phone masts for mobiles and 3G stir up strong emotions. 
Further applications are lodged for Elgin Road /Cemetery 
and near the Pumping Station by Parkstone Golf  Course. 
Yet how many of us within these localities despair at the 
current poor /dreadful reception for our mobile phones ?  
 
Indeed, it took great efforts on our part to influence BT  
to upgrade CC Exchange & network to get Broadband !  
 
So modern demands can greatly influence development : 
There is a national shortage of available residential land. 
Therefore, the pressures are rising on all space in general. 
The ‘decent’ plot sizes of the 20th. Century are certainly 
coming under increased scrutiny & subject to speculation. 
The essence of much modern day development(s) are the  
twin maxims of ~  maximise potential to maximise profit, 
and          ~ you have to speculate in order to accumulate.  
Also, development is bound by modern building methods, 
practices, materials, and outputs - of ‘the finished article’. 
In contrasting perspectives, these may be viewed as either 
‘enhancement’or‘detraction’ upon the look of our locality. 
Times of significant change are inevitably viewed as being 
both ‘exciting / demanding’, and ‘frustrating / challenging’.   
   
Our elected councillors will no doubt testify to pressures 
put on them and which PBC’s officers/  staff struggle with.  


